
Sr. No. Question Answer 1 Answer 2 Answer 3 Answer  4 Correct Answer

1 It uses multiple Oses on Single Machine Hypervisor Virtualization Cloud Management Virtualization

2

It is virtualizing your server infrastructure where you do not 

have to use any more physical servers for different purposes.

Network 

Virtualization Sever Virtualization

Storage 

Virtualization

Client &Sever 

Virtualization Sever Virtualization

3

It creates a virtual platform on the host computer, on top of 

which multiple guest operating systems are executed and 

monitored.

Virtual Machine 

Manager

Virtual Machine 

Monitor

Virtual Management 

Monitor

Virtual Management 

Manager Virtual Machine Monitor

4

These software systems that run directly on the host's 

hardware to control the hardware and to monitor the Guest 

Operating Systems.

Naïve Hyper 

supervisor Virtual Supervisor Client Supervisior Hosted Supervisior Naïve Hyper supervisor

5

It reduces carbon footprint and helps to clean up the air we 

breathe. Deploying Severs

Energy 

Consumption Save Energy Storage Energy Save Energy

6

It is a set of tools that you should install or upgrade on the VM, 

so that the VM OS will be able to detect the virtualization stack 

and run as a regular OS on a given hardware. Service Provider

Integration 

Components Component HardwareHosted software Integration Components

7 It is  a minmal base for building arbitrary systems MicroKernel Microprocessor Hardware Software MicroKernel

8

9

10

 when the file size is constant and the number of files is 

increased is called as ______

File Transfer 

Workload

Transfer 

Management Accessing files Files reload File Transfer Workload

11

It is a mage file consisting of a pre-configured operating 

system (OS) environment and a single application Resources Installation Virtual Appliance Loading process Virtual Appliance

12

This technology is the delivery of shared resources as a service-

on-demand via the internet. Cloud Virtualization Processes Resources Cloud

13

Selection of the appropriate resource is also required to be 

done carefully for cloud operation management.

Proper Resource 

Selection Time constraint Security Processes Proper Resource Selection

14

They are meant to detect and react instantly & appropriately to 

any incident. Preventive Control Detective Control: Deterrent Control  Corrective Control  Detective Control:
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Type 4 Architecture

It is used to provide robust separation between guest 

environments. Type 1 Architecture Type 1 Architecture Type 2 Architecture Type 3 Architecture



15 __________protects data from being compromised.  Encryption Decryption Merging Changing Encryption

16 It is used by one client only like a local hard disk. Common Virtual DiskShared Virtual Disk Private Virtual Disk Public virtual Disk Private Virtual Disk

17

Here the processing workloads are distributed among 

different physical servers, and their results are then collected 

as one. Grid Approach Table Approach View Approach Disk Approach Grid Approach

18 A system is in the safe state if ____________

the system can 

allocate resources to 

each process in 

some order and still 

avoid a deadlock

there exist a safe 

sequence

each processor 

holding some 

resource 

none of the 

mentioned

the system can allocate 

resources to each process in 

some order and still avoid a 

deadlock

19

Which of the folowing is not a necesessary condition for 

deadlock. Mutual Exclusion Ostrich Algorithm Hold and Wait Only Preemption Ostrich Algorithm

20

Which one of the following is the deadlock avoidance 

algorithm?

round-robin 

algorithm elevator algorithm banker’s algorithm karn’s algorithm banker’s algorithm

21 What is the drawback of Ostrich  algorithm?

in advance 

processes rarely 

know how much 

resource they will 

need

the number of 

processes changes 

as time progresses

resource once 

available can 

disappear

none of the 

mentioned none of the mentioned

22 To avoid deadlock ____________

there shloud be 

maxmum numer of 

resources of each 

type that it may 

need.

resource allocation 

must be done only 

once

all deadlocked 

processes must be 

aborted

inversion technique 

can be used

there shloud be maxmum 

numer of resources of each 

type that it may need.

23 To  ensure that deadlock never occur ____ schems are used.

Deadlock 

Prevention Priority alogorithm Ostrich Algoirhtm

none of the 

mentioned Deadlock Prevention 

24 To avoid Hold and Wait, _______________. 

A process must be 

not be holding a 

resource, but 

waiting for one to be 

freed, and then 

request to acquire it

the system must 

ensure that a 

process that request 

for a resource does 

not hold on to 

another

 A process must 

hold at least one 

resource and not be 

waiting to acquire 

additional resources

None of the 

mentioned

the system must ensure that a 

process that request for a 

resource does not hold on to 

another

25

For non sharable resources like a printer, mutual exclusion 

____________ must exist  must not exist may exist is useless must exist


